snom7xx Wall Mount Kit
for
Standard Ethernet Wall Plates (4" center)*

Delivery Content

Wall bracket
Stop rest
Tab

* Standard Ethernet Wall Plate not included

Wall Mounting Instructions

Please note:
The material of the wall bracket’s back is 0.1” (0.254 mm) thick. If the distance between the studs’ heads and the wall plate is less than that, please turn the studs counterclockwise to increase the distance to 0.1” (0.254 mm) (Fig. 1).

Distance: Min. 0.1” (0.254 mm)

Mounting the wall bracket
1. Hang the bracket on the studs provided on the Ethernet wall plate (standard 4” center). The printing “attach to wall” must be facing you (Fig. 1).
2. Bolting the bracket to the wall is optional and normally not necessary.

Preparing the phone for wall mounting

Attaching the stop rest to the phone
1. Insert the top cleat on the back of the stop rest into the top hole on the back of your snom 7xx (Fig. 2, step A) and slide it upwards to the top of the narrow end of the hole (Fig. 2, step B).
2. Push the bottom cleat (labeled  on the front) down into the wide part of the bottom hole (Fig. 2, step C). Do not use force! If the top cleat has been properly inserted and pushed to the top of the hole, the plugs of the bottom cleat fit in the hole snugly.
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Illustrations not drawn to scale
Replacing the tab of the phone’s cradle

Remove the tab from the phone’s cradle (Fig. 3, Step A) and insert the tab provided in this package, as shown in Fig. 3, Step B and C.

Connecting the cables

1. Plug the long end of the handset cord into the connector labelled " on the back of the phone and place the cord in the cable guide (Fig. 4). You may want to hold off on attaching the handset to the other end of the cord until the phone has been mounted on the wall.

2. Connect the Ethernet cable (not included) and, if applicable, the power cable (not included) to the connectors on the back of the phone. For more information, please consult the phone’s manual.

Mounting the phone on the wall bracket

1. Hold the phone with the slide guides directly above the grooves on either of the wall bracket (Fig. 5, Step A).

2. Slide the phone downwards so that the slide guides are inside the grooves on the wall bracket until the stop rest locks into place in the cut-out at the top of the bracket (Fig. 5, step B).

Unmounting the phone from the wall

1. Slide the phone upwards with both hands until it comes off the wall bracket. There may be a slight resistance initially when the stop rest detaches from the wall bracket. Do not use force!

2. Disconnect the Ethernet cable and, if applicable, the power and PC cables.

Removing the stop rest from the phone

1. Lift the lower end of the stop rest lightly with two fingers on either side of the arrows.

2. Slide the stop rest downwards until the top cleat is free.